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 Cornerstone
The Legislative

Building was built
from 1908-1912! That

means it's over 100
years old! Do you

know anyone that old?
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     War Memorial

This memorial is
dedicated to the

people who lost their
lives fighting for

Canadian freedoms.
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Trafalgar Fountain

This fountain came all
the way from England!
How many fish are on

the fountain?

        

Heritage Plaque

You're standing on a
national heritage site!
Why do you think this

place is important?
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    Walter Scott

 This is SK's first
premier! Why do you

think he is holding
building plans?

(Answer: because he
planned the building!)

     Queen Elizabeth II

      It's the Queen on
her favourite horse

Burmese! Do you know
the name of the

MOUNTED police force
that gave her Burmese?
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    Sisters' Legacy

Remembering strong
SK women!

Nuns and teachers
provided essential

services in early
settler days.

        
Holodomor
Memorial

 
Saskatchewan has

close connections to
the man-made famine
in Ukraine. 1 in 5 SK

people are part
Ukrainian.
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    Totem Pole

This Kwakiutl First
Nation Totem Pole

came from BC! What
animals do the spirits
on the pole look like?
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RSM

The Royal
Saskatchewan

Museum is in Wascana
Park -- check out their
online and in person

programs today!

        

           Albert Bridge

Said to be the world's
longest bridge over
the shortest body of
water! Can you guess

how long it is?
(Answer: 256 meters!)
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       Bandstand

This Victorian-style
bandstand was

originally downtown!
Hop up and put on a
show: sing a song or

do a dance!

For more fun
activities 

go to www.
legassembly.sk.

ca/visitors

       Speaker's 
Corner

This place is all about
Saskatchewan people
who upheld Canada's

heritage of free
speech!
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         Honouring 

Tree

This piece of art
honours the

settlement of people
with African Ancestry

in SK in 1910!
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   BONUS: The

Canada Geese!
Wascana has a bird

sanctuary and is home
to a lot of geese! Do
you think you could
even count them?


